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ABSTRACT

Using Linden's functional scheme as a theoretical reference frame-
work, we define a matrix of component for clinical mid field applica-
tions in the acoustic diagnostic process and correlations with audio-
logic, learning and behavioral probleins.lt is expected that the model
effectively contributes to classify and provide a greater knowledge
about this multidisciplinary problem. Although the exact, nature of
this component is at present a matter to be defined, its correlation
can be hypothetically established.Applying ibis descriptive and inte-
gral approach in the diagnostic process ii is possible if nol to avoid,
at least to decrease, the uncertainties and assure the proper solutions
becoming a powerful tool applicable to environmental studies and /or
social claims.
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Introduction
In the last decade, important antecedents about the children and ado-

lescent development and behavior, has produced a favourable and positive
movement in the pediatric care of this population.

This is endorsed and characterized by a new health concept that includes
not only the quantity of life but also, and this may be the more important
aspect, the quality of life for adolescents and children.

Some actions considered as very significantly related to the child's primary
quantity of health are the efficiency in the learning process and a proper social
behavior.

Unfovtunatly there are no global data at a national level about the quan-
tity of disabled children which allows to identify the quantity and quality
of these problems; for example: children with learning disabling, emotional
disorders, mentally retarded patients,physically disabled, or suffering from
sensorial damages.

As a consequence of the increasing concern and interest for the relation-
ship between the educational factors and health. And in view of the increas-
ing quantity of learning, problems and behavior among student population,
parents as well as educational institutions have increased in a noticeable way
consultation to specialists, which an emphasis in the medical area (pedi-
atrists, psychologists, otolaryngologists,neurologists, etc.).

Nevertheless, the traditional medical model, which focuses its attention
on the etiological definition, has failed in the search of solutions as a whole,
fundamentally due to lack of a unified theory about the development and
behavior of youngster.

The absence of an accepted taxonomy and universal comprehension of
this situation, has led to create in this area, new and multiple methodologic
demands in the investigation and clinic activities.

Many times this methodological deformation has led to apply simplis-
tics solutions and diagnostics to more complex problems. This has been
clearly demonstrated with regard to audiologic factor, and its relationship
and functioning pertaining to learning and behavior (1,2,3). Recent stud-
ies have shown that a chronic recurrent media otitis, only recurrent during
childhood, may be linked to a language damage, cognitive development, or
with a low academic output (4,5,6,7,8).

Results

1.- Clinical Aplication

Using the Linden's functional model as a reference theoretical framework,
it is possible to build a process of common diagnosis which may be applied
to a great spectrum of social claims associated to learning problems and
behavior in young students.

Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that the expected success is directly
related to a multidisciplinary input due the nature of the problems involved.
Fig.I shows the flow diagram which provides the reference framework for
the clinic decision making or study of the field. In this respect , the matrix
supplies guidelines in the definition of diagnostic elements necessary for an
integral evaluation and handling of problems. Similary, consultations related
to audiologic potential problems, allow to reinforce the needs of an integral
approach in order to avoid untimely terminal diagnosis, or to approach it
with formal treatments in which efficiency is reduced to isolate components
of a very complex process.

The majority of learning and behavioral problems appear as a divergency
between the expected efficiency and the present output in any area of life:
home, medical, educational or environmental. Even when most of the prob-
lem cases appear in many different fundamental disfunctions, all the learning
and behavioral problems must have diagnostic processes which guarantee the
treatment, handling and future, even when the depth and intensity of dis-
function vary with the seriousness of the cases. The professional consulted
must make sure that each component of this process has been taken, in order
to ensure the handling of the integral plan.

2.- Components of Diagnostic Processes

This implies the design of a proper survey in the mentioned areas, in order
to make an investigation of potential risk which include family antecedents
(heritage), pregnancy, health in the early years, perineal damage, delay in
the development, temper disfunctions, somatic disfunctions, ototoxic dam-
ages by viruses and social factors. Together with the above it is necessary
to gather information about the children's educational history, difficulties
output, disorders, behavior, attention.



3.- Multidisciplinary Integral Evaluation

The following samples of the test are proposed:

1.- Environment

Fig.2 shows the acoustic evaluation of environment and closed places,
which includes basic measurement of equivalent basic level, acoustic
spectrum characteristics of room, reverberation time, signal-noise lev-
els, doses of exposure,

2.- Audiologic Area
Audiometric evaluation of pure tones (screening), which is a reliable
procedure in order to obtain the auditive sensibility able to lead to the
valid assumption of Logoaudiometric evaluation, which supplies spe-
cific information about the human acoustic communication.This plays
a very important role for the comprehension of language problems in
children and youngsters.

3.- Phonoaudilogic Area
Application of a protocol to evaluate the articulation of oral language
or fonemas, or to detect dislalias.

4.- Psycoeducational Area

Test of comprehension of standarized readings is oi fundamental im-
portance and influence in order to reach the basic levels of intelectual
advance. The grade of complexity, must be coherent with the age of
children and applicable in a collective form.

5.- Formualtion of Specific Cases
The objective of this process is to define, if it is possible, the etiology
centering in the needs of future evaluations or services, which may be
the base for reorganizing expectations and to state the objectives of
treatment.

With regard to problems related to learning and behavior the state-
ment of cases must attempt to conned a description of consistency
and weakness. This regards the learning and behavioral functions cor-
related with a population of organic composition, and the environmen-
tal factors which affect the above-mentioned functions.

6.- Therapeutic Involvement

Due to its complex nature the integral treatment of diagnostic processes
may be the best approach to the problem, it is a necessity largely
claimed by educational institutions as well as by parents and proxies.

Discussion and Conclusions

The application of the proposed model allows to obtain information in
order to detect learning and language problems. These difficulties arise form
communication problems due to environmental noise. Our scheme is aimed
to give a diagnosis of acoustic ambient inside the classroom and auditory
quality of schoolchildren of ages randing from six to eighteen years of age in
Santiago, de Chile.
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Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram which provides the reference Framework I'oi-
the clinic decision making or study of the field.
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